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Abstract We investigate the characteristic energy range of electron ﬂux decay due to the interaction with
plasmaspheric hiss in the Earth’s inner magnetosphere. The Van Allen Probes have measured the energetic
electron ﬂux decay proﬁles in the Earth’s outer radiation belt during a quiet period following the
geomagnetic storm that occurred on 7 November 2015. The observed energy of signiﬁcant electron decay
increases with decreasing L shell and is well correlated with the energy band corresponding to the ﬁrst
adiabatic invariant μ = 4–200 MeV/G. The electron diffusion coefﬁcients due to hiss scattering are calculated
at L = 2–6, and the modeled energy band of effective pitch angle scattering is also well correlated with the
constant μ lines and is consistent with the observed energy range of electron decay. Using the previously
developed statistical plasmaspheric hiss model during modestly disturbed periods, we perform a 2-D FokkerPlanck simulation of the electron phase space density evolution at L = 3.5 and demonstrate that
plasmaspheric hiss causes the signiﬁcant decay of 100 keV–1 MeV electrons with the largest decay rate
occurring at around 340 keV, forming anisotropic pitch angle distributions at lower energies and more
ﬂattened distributions at higher energies. Our study provides reasonable estimates of the electron
populations that can be most signiﬁcantly affected by plasmaspheric hiss and the consequent electron
decay proﬁles.
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1. Introduction
Plasmaspheric hiss is an incoherent and structureless whistler mode electromagnetic wave commonly
observed in the Earth’s plasmasphere during various geomagnetic conditions [Thorne et al., 1973; Meredith
et al., 2004; Thorne, 2010]. Plasmaspheric hiss occurs over a wide range of radial distances and magnetic local
times (MLTs) with strongest wave intensity near the dayside plasmasphere, and the statistically averaged
wave amplitude increases from ~20 pT during quiet periods to ~100 pT during disturbed periods [Meredith
et al., 2004; Li et al., 2015; Spasojevic et al., 2015]. The hiss wave frequency extends from tens of hertz to several
kilohertz, and the statistical wave frequency decreases with increasing L shell [Li et al., 2013, 2015]. The hiss
wave normal angle presents a broad distribution varying from quasi-parallel near the equator to more oblique at higher latitudes [Chen et al., 2012a; Ni et al., 2013, 2014; Agapitov et al., 2013]. Recent ray tracing modeling and conjunctive spacecraft observations have demonstrated that plasmaspheric hiss originates from
discrete whistler mode chorus waves in the outer magnetosphere that are able to propagate into the plasmasphere [Bortnik et al., 2008, 2009; Chen et al., 2012b; Meredith et al., 2013], although low-frequency plasmaspheric hiss in the outer portion of the plasmasphere could be locally excited [e.g., Li et al., 2013].
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One important role of plasmaspheric hiss in the Earth’s radiation belt dynamics is its effect on the persistent
decay of energetic electron ﬂuxes following storm time injections [Lyons and Thorne, 1973; Summers et al.,
2007, 2008; Meredith et al., 2007; Thorne et al., 2013a]. Hiss waves interact with tens to hundreds of keV electrons, causing electron pitch angle scattering and precipitation of Earth’s radiation belt electrons into the
upper atmosphere [Abel and Thorne, 1998; Horne and Thorne, 1998; Shprits et al., 2008; Ni et al., 2013,
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2014]. In addition, Landau resonance due to hiss waves affects the energetic electrons at high pitch angles
(close to 90°) or at energies slightly lower than the electron cyclotron resonance energy, which may contribute to the formation of “butterﬂy” pitch angle distribution in the inner radiation belt [Albert et al., 2016].
The pitch angle scattering due to the combined effect of cyclotron and Landau resonance effects leads to
the typical “top-hat”-shaped pitch angle distribution of tens to hundreds of keV electrons and the ﬂattened
pitch angle distribution at higher energies up to several MeV in the outer radiation belt [Ni et al., 2013]. Hissinduced electron decay is commonly observed during both geomagnetically disturbed and quiet periods.
Recent radiation belt simulations have quantiﬁed electron decay rates and reproduced the resultant pitch
angle distributions due to hiss wave scattering from the satellite measurements [Thorne et al., 2013a;
Orlova et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2015, 2016].
Recent inner magnetospheric spacecraft missions such as THEMIS [Angelopoulos, 2008] and the Van Allen
Probes [Mauk et al., 2012] have revealed the dynamic evolution of radiation belt particles and provided comprehensive information about acceleration, transport, and loss of energetic electrons [Baker et al., 2013, 2014,
2016; Reeves et al., 2013, 2016; Thorne et al., 2013b; Turner et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014, 2016; Jaynes et al., 2015;
Boyd et al., 2016]. After the rapid electron ﬂux enhancement during the geomagnetic storm, the long-term
observation by the spacecraft generally indicates that the energetic electrons gradually diffuse radially
accompanied by a persistent and slow loss process, before the interruption of a newly formed geomagnetic
storm [Baker et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2015]. Reeves et al. [2016] have presented the evolution of electron ﬂuxes
across the Earth’s radiation belts and demonstrated that the loss process gradually leads to an “S-shaped”
electron ﬂux distribution in energy spectrum during the storm recovery phase. Ripoll et al. [2016] have reproduced the S-shaped electron ﬂux distribution by incorporating radial diffusion and event-speciﬁc hiss wave
scattering during the recovery phase following the geomagnetic storm on 1 March 2013. Besides radial diffusion effects, the S-shaped distribution may indicate the energy-dependent electron scattering due to hiss
waves across L shells. As the ratio of plasma frequency to electron gyrofrequency (fpe/fce) increases with
increasing L shell, the electron cyclotron resonance energy due to hiss decreases with increasing L shell, consistent with the “bite out” portion in the S-shaped electron distribution. The fact that the S-shaped electron
distribution is commonly observed by the Van Allen Probes during storm recovery phase may indicate a general physical process driven by hiss scattering leading to the energy-dependent electron evolution across various L shells.
The characteristic energy band of electron scattering due to plasmaspheric hiss is investigated in this paper.
The electron scattering properties due to the statistical hiss wave model are analyzed in order to understand
the general characteristics of the electron loss process. In section 2, we present the Van Allen Probes observation of the electron ﬂux evolution following the geomagnetic storm on 7 November 2015. The energy
range of signiﬁcant electron scattering due to statistical hiss wave model is analyzed in section 3. We perform
a simulation of the electron ﬂux evolution due to hiss wave scattering and compare the results with observations in section 4. The conclusions are drawn in section 5 followed by a discussion.

2. Observation of Energetic Electrons in November 2015
The twin Van Allen Probes have near equatorial and highly elliptical orbits and have been providing precise
measurements of the Earth’s radiation belt dynamics since their launch on 30 August 2012 [Mauk et al., 2012].
The Energetic Particle Composition and Thermal Plasma Suite [Spence et al., 2013] measures the radiation belt
particle spectra with high pitch angle and energy resolution. In this study, we analyze the energetic electron
spectra data measured by the Magnetic Electron Ion Spectrometer (MagEIS) instrument [Blake et al., 2013]
from ~30 keV to ~4 MeV and by the Relativistic Electron Proton Telescope (REPT) instrument [Baker et al.,
2012] from ~1.5 MeV to ~20 MeV. The background corrected electron ﬂuxes from the MagEIS instrument
[Claudepierre et al., 2015] are used in our study. The Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and
Integrated Science (EMFISIS) [Kletzing et al., 2013] measures the DC magnetic ﬁeld (magnetometer) and
the wave electric and magnetic ﬁelds (waves instrument). The High-Frequency Receiver (HFR) of the Waves
instrument measures the wave electric ﬁeld spectra from 10 kHz to 400 kHz, and the upper hybrid resonance
frequency measurement is used to infer the plasmapause location along the Van Allen Probes trajectory
[Kurth et al., 2015]. The plasmapause locations at different MLTs are also inferred from measurements by
Time History of Events and Macroscale Interaction during Substorms (THEMIS) spacecraft [Angelopoulos,
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2008]. We use the spacecraft potential measured by the Electric Fields Instruments (EFI) [Bonnell et al., 2008]
and electron thermal speed measured by electrostatic analyzer (ESA) [McFadden et al., 2008] to infer the plasmapause location along the THEMIS trajectory [Li et al., 2010]. During November 2015, the Van Allen Probes
sampled the outer radiation belt near the noon and duskside, and THEMIS made observations near the nightside and dawnside.
Figure 1 presents the Van Allen Probes observations of the energetic electron ﬂux evolution from 6
November to 19 November in 2015. As indicated by the geomagnetic indices Dst (blue) and Kp (black) in
Figure 1a, a modest geomagnetic storm occurred on 7 November, followed by prolonged substorm activity
in the subsequent 3 days (inferred from the AL index, not shown), and the geomagnetic conditions became
quieter after 11 November. The evolution of spin-averaged electron ﬂuxes from 108 keV to 902 keV is shown
in Figures 1b–1e. On 7–8 November, the energetic electron ﬂuxes were rapidly enhanced after the storm
commencement. In association with the substorm activity on 8–11 November, the lower energy (108 and
232 keV energy channels) electrons exhibit rapid injections from the outer radiation belt (L ~ 6) through
the slot region into the inner radiation belt (L ~ 2). The radial intrusion of higher-energy electrons to lower
L shells was less efﬁcient [e.g., Reeves et al., 2016]. After 11 November, the electron ﬂuxes from 108 keV to
902 keV exhibited characteristics of diffusive evolution. The electron ﬂuxes gradually decayed at multiple
energy channels which is a typical feature during long-term quiet periods. In the following sections, we will
focus on the electron ﬂux decay after 11 November to investigate the quantitative role of plasmaspheric hiss.

3. Characteristic Energy Range of Electron Scattering
3.1. Observation of Electron Flux Decay
During the storm recovery phase, the decaying electron ﬂuxes gradually form an S-shaped distribution in
energy L plots [Reeves et al., 2016]. Figure 2 presents the energy spectra of 30 keV–10 MeV spin-averaged electron ﬂuxes as a function of L shell along the inbound and outbound trajectories of Van Allen Probe B during
11–15 November. The energetic electron ﬂuxes decayed during the 5 day period, with the most signiﬁcant
decrease occurring in the intermediate energy channels, gradually forming the S-shaped ﬂux contour (e.g.,
the black dotted lines in Figure 2). To clearly identify the time variations of electron ﬂuxes, we plot in
Figure 3 the electron ﬂux ratios between the measurements on 13–15 November (Figures 2c–2f) and the
measurements on 11 November (Figures 2a–2b) along the inbound and outbound trajectories of Van Allen
Probe B, in a similar format to Figure 2. Figure 3 shows that the electron ﬂuxes mostly decreased at several
hundred keV with the most signiﬁcant decay by about 2 orders of magnitude at around L = 3.5, and the corresponding energy of decaying electrons increased with decreasing L shell, from ~50 keV–500 keV at L = 4 to
~100 keV–1 MeV at L = 3. Radial diffusion and local plasma wave scattering play important roles in the electron ﬂux evolution. Since the ﬁrst adiabatic invariant μ is conserved during the radial diffusion process and
the pitch angle scattering rates due to plasmaspheric hiss are well correlated with constant μ variations (see
section 3.2), the energies corresponding to 4 MeV/G, 20 MeV/G, and 200 MeV/G are denoted in Figures 2 and
3. It is interesting to note the correlation between the constant μ lines and electron decay features: the most
signiﬁcant electron ﬂux decay was roughly captured within the energy band corresponding to 4–200 MeV/G
across different L shells. The weaker increase of electron ﬂux at multi-MeV energy channels indicates that the
radial diffusion process is probably operating by transporting electrons toward lower L. The correlation
between electron ﬂux decay and the constant μ lines extended across the slot region to L = 2.5 where radial
diffusion was slow, implying that the energy band of the local loss process might exhibit a similar trend.
3.2. Pitch Angle Diffusion Rate due to Plasmaspheric Hiss
We used the plasmaspheric hiss diffusion rates, based on a statistical model of the hiss wave amplitude and
frequency spectrum model obtained from the Van Allen Probes [Li et al., 2015], to investigate the dependence of electron scattering rates on energy and L shell and the role of plasmaspheric hiss in forming the
S-shaped electron ﬂux distribution. The bounce-averaged pitch angle (Dαα), momentum (Dpp) and mixed
(Dαp) diffusion coefﬁcients due to plasmaspheric hiss have been calculated at different L shells and MLT sectors during different geomagnetic conditions [Li et al., 2015]. Figure 4 presents the drift and bounce-averaged
pitch angle diffusion rates as a function of pitch angle and energy at L = 3.5 and 5.5 during modestly disturbed conditions (500 nT < AL* < 100 nT, where AL* is the minimum AL value in the preceding 3 h).
MA ET AL.
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Figure 1. Evolution of energetic electrons observed by Van Allen Probes during 6–19 November 2015. (a) Geomagnetic
indices Kp (black) and Dst (blue); (b) spin-averaged electron differential ﬂux evolution measured by MagEIS at the energy
channels of 108 keV, (c) 232 keV, (d) 464 keV, and (e) 902 keV.

The MLT-averaged wave amplitudes are 31 pT and 24 pT, and the fpe/fce ratios are 11.4 and 14.9 at L = 3.5 and
5.5, respectively.
At lower energies (10 keV to several hundred keV), plasmaspheric hiss mainly causes the electron scattering
by cyclotron resonance at lower pitch angles (e.g., below ~75° at 1 MeV in Figure 4a) and by Landau resonance at higher pitch angles (e.g., above ~80° at 1 MeV in Figure 4a). A pitch angle scattering gap may exist
between the cyclotron and Landau resonances at energies up to several hundred keV. Due to differences in
fpe/fce and the wave frequency spectrum, the energy of electrons which can be scattered by plasmaspheric
hiss at L = 3.5 is generally higher than that at L = 5.5. For example, near the loss cone, the energy corresponding to the peak of Dαα is ~150 keV at L = 3.5 and ~40 keV at L = 5.5.
The drift and bounce-averaged pitch angle diffusion rates at a pitch angle of 2° are shown in Figures 5a–5c as
a function of energy at different L shells and during different geomagnetic conditions. Since the averaged
wave amplitudes increase with increasing geomagnetic activity, the diffusion rates are higher during disturbed conditions than those during quiet conditions. However, the energy range of the scattering rates exhibit a consistent trend in that the higher (lower) energy electrons are efﬁciently scattered at lower (higher) L
shells. To ﬁnd the correlation between the energy range of effective scattering and the observed electron
decay trends in Figure 2, the energies corresponding to Dαα,peak (black solid lines) and Dαα,peak/10 (blue
and red solid lines) are shown as a function of L shell in Figures 5d–5f, and the energies corresponding to
the constant μ values of 4 MeV/G (blue), 20 MeV/G (black), and 200 MeV/G (red) are denoted as dotted lines.
Here Dαα,peak is the peak of Dαα on the proﬁles in Figures 5a–5c. The effective energy range of electron scattering due to plasmaspheric hiss can be well approximated by the constant μ lines. Across different L shells,
MA ET AL.
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Figure 2. Spin-averaged electron differential ﬂux measured along the (a, c, and e) inbound and (b, d, and f) outbound trajectories of Van Allen Probe B on 11 November (Figures 2a and 2b), 13 November (Figure 2c and 2d), and 15 November
(Figures 2e and 2f). The three white lines indicate the corresponding energies at 4 MeV/G, 20 MeV/G, and 200 MeV/G
2 1 1
1
respectively. The electron ﬂux contours at 200 cm s sr keV are presented as the black dotted lines, showing the
gradual formation of the S-shaped electron distribution during the storm recovery phase.

plasmaspheric hiss mainly causes the electron scattering between 4 and 200 MeV/G, and the scattering rates
outside of this μ range are typically 1 order of magnitude lower than in the middle. Radial diffusion may also
transport the energetic electrons along the constant μ lines and partly compensate for the electron loss due
to plasmaspheric hiss. The good correlations in Figures 5d–5f imply that in the absence of local acceleration
processes, the ~20 MeV/G electron populations almost continuously experience the most signiﬁcant pitch
angle scattering due to plasmaspheric hiss when radially diffusing inward. Therefore, the electron decay during the storm recovery phase mostly occurs between 4 and 200 MeV/G and leads to the formation of Sshaped distribution in the electron energy spectrum.
The correlation between Dαα,peak and the constant μ lines is partly explained by calculating the ﬁrst-order
electron cyclotron resonant energies. Figure 6 shows the central frequency corresponding to the peak of
the statistical hiss wave intensity (solid black line), the calculated electron cyclotron resonant energy (dashed
blue line), and the energy corresponding to 30 MeV/G (dotted blue line). The wave central frequency
decreases from 282 Hz at L = 2 to 142 Hz at L = 5 as shown in Li et al. [2015, Table 1]. The electron cyclotron
resonant energy is calculated for an electron having a pitch angle of 0° and a parallel propagating whistler
mode wave. Since the dipole magnetic ﬁeld and the plasmaspheric total electron density model from
Sheeley et al. [2001] are used, the ratio fpe/fce is proportional to L0.585. As a result, the calculated electron cyclotron resonant energy is well correlated with the 30 MeV/G line as shown in Figure 6.

4. Simulation of Electron Flux Decay
We next performed a 2-D Fokker-Planck simulation of the electron ﬂux evolutions at L = 3.5 during 11–17
November 2015. The electron ﬂux decay was most signiﬁcant at around L = 3.5 (Figure 3), indicating a robust
local scattering process. Radial diffusion may also play an important role at higher L shells. This could be
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Figure 3. The ﬂux ratios calculated as the measured electron ﬂuxes on 13–15 November (Figures 2c–2f) divided by the
ﬂuxes on 11 November (Figures 2a and 2b) along the inbound and outbound trajectories of Van Allen Probe B. The ﬁgure format is the same as Figure 2.

inferred from the weaker electron ﬂux decay at L > 4 compared with the ﬂux at L = 3.5 (Figure 3), whereas theory suggests that scattering should be larger at higher L shells (Figure 5). The difference between the
observed ﬂux decay and theoretical prediction could be due to radial diffusion at higher L shells partially
compensating for the scattering loss of electrons. This was also suggested by previous radiation belt models
[e.g., Glauert et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2015, 2016; Ripoll et al., 2016]. The timescale of radial diffusion at L = 3.5
during nondisturbed period is generally longer than a few days; thus, radial diffusion is not included in our
present simulation. The electron phase space density (PSD) evolution is modeled by numerically solving
the following equation using alternative directional implicit method [e.g., Xiao et al., 2009]:

Figure 4. The drift and bounce averaged pitch angle diffusion coefﬁcients of 10 keV–10 MeV electrons due to plasmaspheric hiss at (a) L = 3.5 and (b) L = 5.5 during modestly disturbed geomagnetic condition.

MA ET AL.
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Figure 5. (a–c) Drift and bounce averaged electron pitch angle diffusion coefﬁcients at a pitch angle of 2° as a function of energy from L = 2.5 to L = 5.5 during different geomagnetic conditions. (d–f) Energy range of effective electron scattering due to plasmaspheric hiss as a function of L shell, where the solid black, blue, and
red lines are the energies corresponding to Dαα,peak (the peak of Dαα in upper panels) and the two energy points corresponding to 0.1 Dαα,peak, respectively, and the
dotted lines are energies corresponding to 4–200 MeV/G, respectively.
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where f is the PSD and related to the differential ﬂux j as f = j/p2, t is the time, α is the equatorial pitch angle, p
is the particle’s momentum, hDααi, hDppi, hDαpi, and hDpαi are the drift and bounce averaged pitch angle,
momentum, and mixed pitch angle-momentum diffusion coefﬁcients, τ is a quarter of the bounce period
inside of the bounce loss cone and inﬁnity outside of the bounce loss cone, and S(α) is a function related
to bounce period and in a dipole magnetic ﬁeld it can be simpliﬁed as S(α) = 1.38–0.32(sin α + sin2 α).
The simulation was performed in the energy range from 50 keV to 5 MeV and the pitch angle range from 0° to
90°. The electron PSD measurements by the Van Allen Probes were used as the initial PSD condition and the
lower energy boundary at 50 keV. The electron PSD at the higher-energy boundary of 5 MeV was much smaller than the values at lower energies and was assumed to be constant during the simulation. We set ∂f/∂α = 0
at the higher and lower pitch angle boundaries. Electron scattering due to plasmaspheric hiss based on the
Van Allen Probes statistics [Li et al., 2015] is used to evaluate the diffusion coefﬁcient terms (Figures 4 and 5).
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For simplicity, we used the plasmaspheric density model by Sheeley
et al. [2001] and assumed a dipolar
magnetic ﬁeld at L = 3.5 in our simulations. The electron loss is modeled
as the reduction of electron PSD or
ﬂux values (caused by the wave
diffusion process) compared with
the initial values during the
simulation period.
Figure 7 presents the empirical hiss
wave amplitude models and the electron ﬂux observations at L = 3.5. The
plasmaspheric hiss wave events were
captured by the Van Allen Probes
along the spacecraft trajectory.
However, to obtain the global wave
amplitude distributions as well as to
Figure 6. Electron cyclotron resonant energy calculations. The solid black line evaluate the total effect of hiss wave
represents the peak wave frequency of plasmaspheric hiss; the dashed blue
scattering, we used the statistical hiss
line indicates the calculated electron cyclotron resonant energy for parallel
wave amplitude distributions which
propagating whistler mode wave with the peak wave frequency indicated by
the black curve and electrons with a pitch angle of 0°; and the dotted blue line were controlled by the variations in
AL index and plasmapause location
represents the energies corresponding to 30 MeV/G.
[Li et al., 2015]. The geomagnetic AL
index (blue) and the plasmapause
locations identiﬁed along the trajectories of Van Allen Probes (black dashed line) and THEMIS (black dotted
line) are shown in Figure 7a. The plasma wave measurement by the HFR instrument on board the Van Allen
Probes [Kurth et al., 2015] and the total electron density measurement based on spacecraft potential from
THEMIS [Li et al., 2010] provided plasmapause information near the dayside and nightside, respectively.
Hiss wave activity was excluded in the MLT sectors where the plasmapause was located at L < 3.5. The evolution of hiss wave amplitudes used in our simulation is shown in Figure 7b. During the 6 day undisturbed period, the hiss wave amplitudes under modestly disturbed conditions were used when AL* < 100 nT, and the
wave amplitudes under quiet conditions were used when AL* > 100 nT. In association with the geomagnetic activity represented by the AL variations, the dayside and dawnside plasmapause locations were well
inside L = 3.5 on 11 November and hiss waves were modestly intense during the subsequent 5 days.
The energy spectra of spin-averaged electron ﬂux from 50 keV to 5 MeV at L = 3.5 are shown in Figure 7c. On
11 November, the electron ﬂux monotonically decreased with increasing energy. During the following 6 days,
the electron ﬂux decreased at several hundred keV but remained almost unchanged at tens of keV or above
1 MeV, resulting in a ﬂux minimum at several hundred keV on 17 November. The ﬂux ratio (Figure 7d) was
calculated as the electron ﬂux divided by the initial value on 11 November at each energy channel. The electron decay mostly occurred in the energy band of ~100 keV–1 MeV, and the electron decay rate for 200–
500 keV electrons was more than 2 orders of magnitude over 6 days. The continuous decreasing proﬁle of
the energetic electron ﬂux implies a persistent pitch angle scattering loss process due to plasmaspheric hiss.
The dynamic proﬁles of spin-averaged electron ﬂux observed by the Van Allen Probes are presented as a
function of energy in Figure 8a. The electron distribution proﬁles were chosen within 5° of the magnetic
equator at L = 3.5 during the inbound path (~16–17 h MLT) of the Van Allen Probes. We adopted Van Allen
Probe A measurements at 02:17 UT on 11 November as the initial electron PSD distribution and performed
the simulation of electron ﬂux evolution due to plasmaspheric hiss as shown in Figure 8b. Our simulation
shows a close correspondence and provides reasonable estimates of the electron decay rates at various
energy channels. Both the Van Allen Probes measurements and our simulation results showed that the electron ﬂux decayed by more than 2 orders of magnitude over the range ~200–500 keV, with a most signiﬁcant
decay around 340 keV, while the electron ﬂux variation was small below 100 keV or above 2 MeV. The electron
ﬂux dip occurring at ~340 keV in our simulation was due to the persistent strongest loss of electrons, which
MA ET AL.
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Figure 7. Plasmaspheric hiss and energetic electrons during 11–17 November 2015. (a) The geomagnetic AL index (blue)
and the plasmapause locations identiﬁed along the Van Allen Probes (dashed) and THEMIS (dotted) trajectories; (b) plasmaspheric hiss wave amplitudes as a function of MLT at L = 3.5 based on the Van Allen Probes statistics; (c) spin-averaged
electron differential ﬂux at L = 3.5; (d) ﬂux ratio calculated as the electron differential ﬂux divided by the initial value on 11
November.

could be partially compensated by other processes (e.g., inward radial diffusion from the outer zone or chorus
acceleration at other MLT regions where the plasmapause is inward of L = 3.5).
Figure 9 shows the pitch angle distributions of 101 keV–742 keV electrons from the Van Allen Probes observations (Figures 9a–9d) and our simulation results (Figures 9e–9h) during 11–15 November 2015. In addition

Figure 8. The spin-averaged electron differential ﬂux as a function of energy at different times when the Van Allen Probes
passed L = 3.5 near the equator. (a) Van Allen Probes observations and (b) the simulation results.
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Figure 9. The pitch angle distributions of electron phase space density at L = 3.5 for 101 keV–742 keV electrons. The Van Allen Probes (a–d) observations and the (e–f)
simulation results are shown. The two-way orange dashed arrows indicate the enhanced anisotropic pitch angle distributions at 101 keV (Figure 9e), the top-hatshaped distribution around 349 keV (Figure 9f), and the ﬂattened distribution at 742 keV (Figure 9h).

to reproducing the energy-dependent electron decay rates, the pitch angle distribution proﬁles were also
seen to be energy and time dependent. Both the observation and simulation exhibit a more anisotropic pitch
angle distribution at the lower energy and a more isotropic distribution at the higher energy. At 101 keV,
cyclotron resonance caused signiﬁcant electron decay at pitch angles below ~50°, and the electrons at higher
pitch angles could not be efﬁciently scattered into the lower pitch angle regime due to the reduction in the
pitch angle scattering between cyclotron and Landau resonances. Therefore, the electron decay at pitch
angles higher than 80° was much slower than the decay at pitch angles below ~50°. At energies around
349 keV, the pitch angle scattering gap caused the “top-hat shaped” distribution as reported by Ni et al.
[2013]. At 742 keV, the pitch angle scattering gap diminished, and the electron PSD decayed nearly uniformly
at different pitch angles, exhibiting a more ﬂattened pitch angle distribution. The consistency between the
observation and simulation demonstrates the important role of plasmaspheric hiss that plays in causing
the electron decay characteristics during the storm recovery phase.

5. Conclusions and Discussion
The Van Allen Probes typically observes plasmaspheric hiss-induced energetic electron decay after the electron ﬂux enhancements that occur during geomagnetic storms. The observed energy of electron decay
increases with decreasing L shell, gradually forming the S-shaped distribution in the electron energy spectrum as a function of L shell. We analyzed the formation of the S-shaped electron distribution from the
Van Allen Probes observation during the storm recovery phase in November 2015 and found that the energy
range of electron decay was well correlated with the constant μ lines. Across different L shells, the most signiﬁcant electron ﬂux decrease was observed at energies corresponding to 4–200 MeV/G.
The observed electron ﬂux decay proﬁles were found to be consistent with the pitch angle scattering caused
by plasmaspheric hiss. Using statistical hiss wave models from a previous Van Allen Probes survey, we found
that the electron energy of effective pitch angle scattering increases with decreasing L shell and is also well
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correlated with the constant μ lines between 4 MeV/G and 200 MeV/G. The energies corresponding to the
peak of scattering rates near the loss cone are close to the energies at 20 MeV/G across different L shells,
implying that the electrons within the energy range of effective scattering experience the most signiﬁcant
impact of plasmaspheric hiss when they radially diffuse inward from the outer zone.
We also performed a simulation of the energetic electron evolution due to plasmaspheric hiss scattering at
L = 3.5. Using statistical hiss wave models, our simulation provided reasonable estimates of the energydependent electron decay rates and pitch angle distribution proﬁles. Plasmaspheric hiss caused the
100 keV–1 MeV electron ﬂux to decay, with the most signiﬁcant ﬂux begin reduced by more than 2 orders
of magnitude over 200–500 keV during the 6 day period. The combination of cyclotron and Landau resonant
scattering due to plasmaspheric hiss resulted in more anisotropic electron pitch angle distributions at lower
energies (e.g., 101 keV) and more ﬂattened distributions at higher energies (e.g., 742 keV).
Our study suggests the importance of plasmaspheric hiss in causing the energetic electron ﬂux decay,
leading to the characteristic pitch angle distribution and forming the S-shaped distribution of the electron
energy spectrum. The above electron ﬂux decay features were commonly observed in the Earth’s radiation belts [Reeves et al., 2016], and we used the statistical plasmaspheric hiss wave model to analyze
the characteristic properties of electron scattering. Although event-speciﬁc global wave models may provide a more precise estimate of the electron evolution proﬁles, our simulations show that the overall
observed energy-dependent loss rates are well reproduced using statistical wave models and the qualitative characteristics would still appear even if an averaged wave distribution were used. Our simulation
was performed at L = 3.5 where radial diffusion was slow and the energetic electron dynamics were
mostly controlled by plasmaspheric hiss. At higher L shells, radial diffusion may provide a source of energetic electrons by conserving the ﬁrst and second adiabatic invariants. A 3-D radiation belt simulation is
required to fully reconstruct the S-shaped distribution [Ripoll et al., 2016], whereas here we simulated the
electron evolution driven solely by plasmaspheric hiss to more clearly demonstrate its quantitative role in
electron dynamics. The characteristic energy range of hiss-induced electron scattering presented in our
study provides a good estimate of the electron decay proﬁles and an evaluation of the electron populations that are most efﬁciently affected by typical plasmaspheric hiss.
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